PREDICTION OF MAXIMUM OZONE CONCENTRATION USING BIG DATA MODELS
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Abstract. The air pollution problem which has arisen in developed countries, becoming evident by high levels of smoke from industries or traffic, has forced authorities to search for mechanisms to control the air quality by the real-time monitoring system. For this purpose, in this paper we develop a new procedure able to analyze this real-time data. More precisely, we use the recent development on mathematical Statistics to analyze the relationship between the maximum ozone concentration and the other polluting gases such as the Nitric Oxides (NO), Nitrogen Dioxide (NO₂) and Sulphur Dioxide (SO₂).

Specifically, we propose three models which are, Functional Nonparametric Regression, Functional Robust Regression and Functional Relative Error Regression. Considering the daily curve of the concentration of the previous gases collected by the Marylebone road monitoring site in London, we provide statistical models allowing the prediction of the maximum ozone concentration 4 h ahead. We show that the accuracy of our prediction approaches is closely linked to the choice of the regression model and the input variables or the covariates. In particular, the nonparametric regression is more performant than the other models when the regressors are NO₂ and SO₂.
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Introduction

Analyzing the levels of air pollution is nowadays of primary importance. Indeed the air quality has a great impact on human health as well as natural resources. In the last decades, air pollution is among the leading causes of death. Thus, pollution forecasting allows decision-makers to plan the prevention strategy. For this issue, several mathematical models are used to provide some software to control air quality (see, e.g., Ryan et al., 1995; Slini et al., 2002; Nghiem et al., 2009). Specifically, there exist two kinds of approaches: deterministic and statistical algorithms. The literature on the deterministic models treat the pollutant-formation processes by studying their chemical and physical properties (see Zhang et al., 2012). While the statistical models are based on the historical measurements of air pollution and/or meteorological data. In this context, most statistical models are constructed by using the classical regression method. We cite for instance the neural network models by Yi and Prybutok (1996), Bayesian network models by Gavrila (2013, 2016). We refer the readers to Gong and Ordieres-Meré (2016), Taylan (2017) and Ding et al. (2016) for some recent contributions on the prediction of ozone concentrations by the empirical methods. All the statistical models of these cited works are performed over the observed data in some discrete grid which allows at most making the daily prediction. However, because of the ozone concentration has a faster dynamics the daily prediction is not very important. Furthermore, the recent technological development of the measuring instruments and...
the informatics tools allow the recovery of increasingly bulky data being recorded densely over a thinner discretization grid what make them intrinsically a continuous curve. The manipulation of this kind of data permits the real-time forecasting of the ozone concentration. This is the main purpose of this paper. To do that, we use some new statistical models recently developed of big data analysis. The main advantage of these new models, so-called functional models, is the fact that they take into account the daily-curves in its continuous path, unlike the old models which take only the values of some few hours. Of course, with the functional models, we keep all the information in the sampled data and we predict different horizons. It should be noted that the functional statistics has encountered a strong infatuation in these last years, as evidenced the several special issues dedicated to this topic (see, e.g., Aneiros et al., 2019; Ferraty, 2010). For more discussion on this topic, we refer the reader to Hsing and Eubank (2015), Ling and Vieu (2018) and the references therein.

The present contribution deals with the assessment of functional statistics models for modelling ozone concentrations. More precisely, our main goal is to search accurate prediction methods of the ozone concentration with respect to the other polluting gases. We use for this study a sample of data recorded in the Marylebone road monitoring site in London. It contains the hourly measurements during the 2018-year for the following four variables: Nitric Oxide, Nitrogen Dioxide, Sulphur Dioxide and Ozone. This data is used to predict the maximum ozone concentration 4 h ahead. Let us point out that the considered models come from the recent development of the modern statistics that allow analyzing the big data without reduction of the dimension. These new approaches constitute alternative statistical models to the artificial neural network regression and the principal component regression which are usually employed in this prediction setting. The main feature of our functional models is the possibility to model the environmental data recorded by real-time monitoring. More precisely, we test three regression models that are Functional Nonparametric Regression (FNR), Functional Robust Regression (FRR) and the Functional Relative Regression (FRER) to forecast the maximum ozone concentration given four functional covariates such that the daily curves (one day before) of NO, NO$_2$, SO$_2$ and O$_3$. These models provide predictions, robust, fast and of higher accuracy.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we introduce the functional methodology in the continuous-time prediction problem. The statistical models used are described in the section intituled “Some recent regression models”. The predictions results of the three proposed methods are gathered in result’s section. The last section is devoted to some conclusions.

**Materials and methods**

As mentioned in the previous section, the data of this contribution are acquired from real-time measurement by Marylebone road monitoring site. Marylebone Road is an important thoroughfare in central London, within the City of Westminster. It runs north-east to the south-west from the Euston Road at Regent’s park to the A40 Westway at Paddington. This road is frequently heavily congested. It carries about 90,000 vehicles a day. The Marylebone Road monitoring site is funded by the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) in June 1997. The monitoring cabin is located one meter from the kerb on the southern side of the road. Its geographical...
location are 51.522530 (latitude), -0.154611 (longitude). *Figure 1* shows the location of the site.

![Figure 1. The location of the Marylebone Road](image)

The data used in this paper are provided by the website https://www.airqualityengland.co.uk/site/data?site_id = MY1. It contains the hourly measurements during the period from January 1\textsuperscript{st} to the 31\textsuperscript{st} December for the year 2018, for the variables NO, NO\textsubscript{2}, SO\textsubscript{2} and O\textsubscript{3} (*Fig. 2*).

![Figure 2. The curves of the daily emission of the four gases NO, NO\textsubscript{2}, SO\textsubscript{2} and O\textsubscript{3} in µg/m\textsuperscript{3}](image)

To fix the ideas, let us present the mathematical formulation of our prediction problem. Indeed, assume that we aim to predict the $k$-h-ahead prediction of the maximum ozone concentration at hour $h_{\text{eq}}$, denoted by $Y$, using the curve of the daily emission of the gases observed the day before until $h_{\text{eq}} - k$. Formally, we assume that the output variable $Y$ and the input variables are linked by the following regression formula:
So, the prediction of $Y$ is based on the determination of the function $r(z)$ in Equation 1. Many models are recently developed in mathematical statistics to resolve this kind of big data problem where the data are continuous curves. In this paper, we employ three regression procedures which are described in detail in the next section.

Some recent regression models

**Functional nonparametric regression (FNR)**

The nonparametric estimation of the functional regression was initially studied by Ferraty and Vieu (2006) and Ferraty et al. (2010). They used the Nadaraya Watson method to estimate this statistical model. Precisely, the function $r(z)$ is explicitly expressed using the least square error criterion by

$$r(x) = \arg\min_f E[(Y - f)^2 | Z = z].$$

(Eq. 2)

It follows that $r(x) = E[Y | X = z]$. So, for all fixed curves $x_{NO}, x_{NO_2}, x_{SO_2}, x_{O_3}$ we predict the maximum ozone concentration with respect to the criterion (Eq. 2) by

$$\hat{Y} = \hat{r}(z), \text{ where } z = (x_{NO}, x_{NO_2}, x_{SO_2}, x_{O_3})$$

where $\hat{r}(z)$ is the kernel estimator of $r(z)$ defined by

$$\hat{r}(x_{NO}, x_{NO_2}, x_{SO_2}, x_{O_3}) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} r\left(\frac{|x_{NO} - x_{NO_i}|^2 + |x_{NO_2} - x_{NO_i}|^2 + |x_{SO_2} - x_{SO_i}|^2 + |x_{O_3} - x_{O_3_i}|^2}{h_n}\right)}{\sum_{i=1}^{n} r\left(\frac{|x_{NO} - x_{NO_i}|^2 + |x_{NO_2} - x_{NO_i}|^2 + |x_{SO_2} - x_{SO_i}|^2 + |x_{O_3} - x_{O_3_i}|^2}{h_n}\right)}$$

with $K$ is a kernel function and $h_n$ is a nonnegative real sequence.

**Functional $p$-regression (FRR)**

This regression model is obtained by resolving the following optimization problem

$$\min_{f} E[p(Y, f) | Z = z],$$

(Eq. 3)

$p$ is a real-valued Borel function chosen by the user according to the studied data.

The model (Eq. 3) has been introduced in functional statistics by Azzedine et al. (2008) independent case and Attouch et al. (2012) for dependent case. The robustness is the main advantage of this model. It permits to analyze the data even in the presence of the outliers. Its functional estimation is expressed by
Functional relative error regression (FRER)

This last regression is an alternative nonparametric regression to the least square regression model. It is recently considered in functional statistics by Demongeot et al. (2016) for independent case and Bassoudi and Kaid (2019) for dependent case. It is defined by the following rule

\[
\hat{f}(x_{\text{NO}}, x_{\text{NO}_2}, x_{\text{SO}_2}, x_{\text{O}_3}) = \text{argmin}_{\theta} \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(y_i - \hat{y}_i(\theta))^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n}|x_{\text{NO}} - \hat{x}_{\text{NO}}| + |x_{\text{NO}_2} - \hat{x}_{\text{NO}_2}| + |x_{\text{SO}_2} - \hat{x}_{\text{SO}_2}| + |x_{\text{O}_3} - \hat{x}_{\text{O}_3}|)}
\]

\[
\text{(Eq.4)}
\]

The expression of this regression is explicitly given by

\[
\frac{E(y - \hat{y})^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n}|x_{\text{NO}} - \hat{x}_{\text{NO}}| + |x_{\text{NO}_2} - \hat{x}_{\text{NO}_2}| + |x_{\text{SO}_2} - \hat{x}_{\text{SO}_2}| + |x_{\text{O}_3} - \hat{x}_{\text{O}_3}|}
\]

Its estimator is defined by

\[
\hat{f}(x_{\text{NO}}, x_{\text{NO}_2}, x_{\text{SO}_2}, x_{\text{O}_3}) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(y_i - \hat{y}_i(\theta))^2}{\sum_{i=1}^{n}|x_{\text{NO}} - \hat{x}_{\text{NO}}| + |x_{\text{NO}_2} - \hat{x}_{\text{NO}_2}| + |x_{\text{SO}_2} - \hat{x}_{\text{SO}_2}| + |x_{\text{O}_3} - \hat{x}_{\text{O}_3}|)}
\]

\[
\text{(Eq.4)}
\]

Results

Undoubtedly, the accuracy of the three proposed regression models is closely related to the choice of the different parameters involved in these models. Specifically, the leading parameters in this prediction issue are kernel \(K\), the smoothing parameter \(h\), and the norm \(||\cdot||\). The letter is equal to the distance between the smoothed curves obtained by interpolation. For basic materials on this notion, we refer the readers to Ferraty and Vieu (2006). Notice that the previous estimators are computed by using a sample of 364 obviations \((Y_i, X_{\text{NO}}, X_{\text{NO}_2}, X_{\text{SO}_2}, X_{\text{O}_3})\). The observations are determined with respect to the aimed prediction horizon. Generally speaking, for \(k\)-ahead prediction of \(O_3\) at hour \(h_0\) in a day \(i\) we denote by \(\tilde{X}_{\text{NO}_i}, \tilde{X}_{\text{NO}_2}, \tilde{X}_{\text{SO}_2}, \tilde{X}_{\text{O}_3}\) the daily curve of the emission of the gases observed the day before \((i = 1)\) until \(h_0 - k\), and we put \(Y_i = X_{\text{O}_3(i+1),(h_0)}\). Now, to test the performance of the proposed models, we randomly split the 364 observations into two sub-samples: 200 in learning sample (indexed by \(i\)) and 164 in the testing sample (indexed by \(j\)). The observations of the learning sample are used to compute the estimators. While the observations of the test sample are employed to evaluate the quality of the models \((\hat{\theta}, \hat{\theta}, \hat{\theta})\). To the end, let us point out that we have used the leave-one-out cross-validation technique to determine the bandwidth parameter \(h\). The rule of the used cross-validation procedure is defined by

\[
\frac{1}{200} \sum_{i=1}^{200} (Y_i - \hat{\theta}(X_i))^2
\]

\[
\text{(Eq.5)}
\]
where $\theta(.)$ means one of the previous regression models $(\tilde{\tau}, \tilde{\xi}, \tilde{\gamma})$. For the sake of shortness, we fix $k = 4$ and we give the prediction results for $h_0 = 11$ am. This hour corresponds to four hours after peak-hour road traffic. For the computational purpose, we use the same kernel and the score function as in Demongeot et al. (2016). To examine the sensitivity of this prediction problem to the input variables we have proceeded with several cases with different covariates. The obtained results are shown in Figures 3–5.

**Figure 3.** 4-h prediction of the maximum ozone concentration at $h_0 = 11$ am using the covariates $X_{NO}, X_{NO_2}, X_{O_3}$

**Figure 4.** 4-h prediction of the maximum ozone concentration at $h_0 = 11$ am using the covariates $X_{SO_2}, X_{O_3}$
It appears clearly that these new regression models performed well for this prediction problem and they have a fair accuracy. However, the performance of the considered models is varied with respect to the input variables. For instance, the FNR is more accurate when the regressors are \( X_{NO}, X_{NO_2}, X_{O_2} \). On the other hand, the FRR and FRER provide better results for the covariates \( X_{SO_2}, X_{O_3} \). All the models have a satisfactory result when the four regressors are considered. Such a conclusion is justified by the mean squared prediction error (MSPE) defined by

\[
MSPE = \frac{1}{164} \sum_{j=1}^{164} (y_j - \hat{y}_j)^2.
\]  
(Eq.6)

The MSPE errors are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covariates</th>
<th>FNR model</th>
<th>FRR model</th>
<th>FRER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( X_{NO}, X_{NO_2}, X_{O_2} ) Case</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>3.12</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_{SO_2}, X_{O_3} ) Case</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>3.09</td>
<td>3.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_{NO}, X_{NO_2}, X_{SO_2}, X_{O_2} ) Case</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1. The MSPE of the three models**

**Discussion**

The real time air quality in Marylebone road was analyzed by using the functional statistical models. A sample of 364 observations was used to analyze the impact of the other pollutant gases on the ozone concentration. The results of this statistical analysis are displayed in Figures 3–5 and the prediction errors are summarized in Table 1. According to these prediction results, it appears clearly that the efficiency of this prediction issue is related to two important parameters which are the predictor model and the regressor variables. Precisely, using the three covariates \( X_{NO}, X_{NO_2}, X_{O_2} \), Figure 3 shows that the best model is FNR; it gives an MSPE equal to 2.32. However, if we consider as covariates the two variables \( X_{SO_2}, X_{O_3} \) or \( X_{NO}, X_{NO_2}, X_{SO_2}, X_{O_2} \), the best results were obtained by FRR model. Its prediction error is 3.09 and 3.19, respectively. Overall, it is clear that this functional regression models have satisfactorily performance. The prediction errors evaluated by the rule MSPE is varied between 2.32-3.28 for the FNR, in the interval (3.12, 3.19) and is between 2.98-3.53 for the FRR and
FRER, respectively. All these predictor models are performed with fixed horizon equal to 4 h. Of course the choice of the prediction horizon is crucial. It should be enough for alarm purposes. Conceptually, our approach can be used for any horizon, but, we focused, here in 4 h ahead prediction, only, to show the easy implementation of the proposed algorithms. Further more, the prediction results show that the three proposed functional models are fast, robust and accurate in this prediction issue. Moreover, the main feature of these functional models is the modelling of the daily curves of the pollutant gases in their continuous path allowing to explore the whole existing information of this time series data. Of course this consideration permits to avoid several drawbacks of the multivariate regression models, such as the curse of dimensionality or the calibration problem. On the other hand, the prediction in advance of the future values of the ozone concentration has a great importance for the decision-makers. They permit to plan the prevention strategy in order to combat the principal cause of the pollution. The present study contribute in this fundamental issue with these flexible models which can be used for various covariates variables and several pollutant factors, such as temperatures, wind (speed and directions), radiations, etc. Thus, the integration of these additional factors in our functional model is one of the natural prospects of this work. In addition, we can, also, predict the ozone concentration using other recent statistical models such as the partial functional linear model or the functional local linear models.

Conclusion

In this work, we have developed a new approach to predict the maximum ozone concentration using other air quality factors. These models are based on real-time measurement of the input data. The main feature of these models is the fact that they allow exploring all the information of these continuous-time observations viewed as curves. They are easily implementable, and their efficiency is related to the choice of the exogenous variables. In the sense that in the function of the considered covariates we can choose the adapted model. Moreover, the proposed models permit to avoid the core drawback of the classical models that is the loss of information after the prediction transformation. Indeed, the classical models induced by the multivariate regression are obtained by discretization of the daily curve in some finite grid or by projection into a finite-dimensional space. All these transformations on the input data are performed independently to the output variables. But, the ozone prediction is very sensitive to the input data. So the classical models are failed in these situations of real-time measured data. Thus, the originality of the functional approach comes from the fact that the prediction problem is performed without any transformation of the data. In conclusion, we can say that the accuracy of air quality prediction is based on both: the choice of the appropriate statistical models and the determination of the covariates. Moreover, the performance of the proposed models can be improved by using other covariates such as the metrological data wind direction, wind speed, humidity, solar radiation, air temperature.
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